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Introduction
In the popular imagination, shamans and
drums go together like bread and butter.
No-one knows the historical origin
of drums, but they have certainly been
made and played by people for
thousands of years. Part of the way
animal skins are prepared for eventual
use as clothing or other things, is to
stretch them on a frame so they
dry flat, and if you tap such a
skin drying on its frame, it
sounds like a drum. I
suspect these drying
skins were probably
the first drums
ever made, and
eventually the
stretching frame
became the drum
frame.
It is now fairly-well
known that the word
shaman comes from
Siberia, and it is in this vast
geographical area that shamanism
proper is still to be found.
Nowadays the word ‘shamanism’
has become a rather general word,
applied to all sorts of practices - many
of which are unrelated to the word’s
original meaning. Alongside this, many
of the spiritual practices of the
world’s ‘first-nations’ have also
become labeled as ‘shamanic,’ although
some anthropologists do not consider
real shamanism to be found anywhere
outside of Siberia. But if we allow a
much wider definition of shamanism,
and say that many forms of shamanic

spirituality occur across the planet, we
would still have to admit that many of
them do not use drums at all in their
shamanism, and those that do, don’t
use them like the shamans of Central
Asia and Siberia, as these people have
an unique understanding of the sacred
role of the spirit of the drum.
Indeed, the drum is so
important to Siberian
shamanism, that
beginning in 1929 the
Soviet clamp-down on
shamanism - and the
turning of shamans
from figures of
social importance
to ‘enemies of the
people,’ was achieved
largely by the
destruction or
confiscation of their drums.
The same thing
was done to the
Sami shamans of
Finland by the Christian Lutheran
Church in the previous century. The
Church had a habit of burning the
drums, although a few - together with
some of the Siberian drums taken by
the Communists - were kept and put
into museums.
All the drums used in Siberian
shamanism are the type known as
‘frame drums.’ A frame drum is
made by stretching an animal skin
over a frame of wood. This frame is

Opposite Page:
Buryat shaman
with drum.
Photo taken
in 1923
This page:
Evenk drum
and beater
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Right: Manchu
shaman from
Northern China
taken over by a
tiger spirit while
someone plays a
metal rimmed
shaman’s drum

generally made
from a long thin
strip of wood,
bent into a
rough circle the two ends
of the plank
being joined
together in some
way to keep the
hoop closed and
firmly fixed.
However, wood does not
have to be the only material for drum
frames. A traditional shaman’s drum
from Manchuria in Northern China
has a thin metal frame with metal
jingles attached to it. But whether of
metal, or wood, or even plastic - as
found on some modern drums these type of drums are all known as
frame drums.

Bottom - left
to right: Tuvan
shaman with
drum, Irish
bodhran and
North African
bendir drum

Frame drums occur all over the
world, from the shaman’s drums of
Siberia, to the bodhran of Ireland, the
bendir of North Africa and the daf of
Persia. They are probably the oldest
form of drum on earth. Frame drums
like this also occur amongst the

Above:
Chakass
shaman’s drum,
Southern Siberia.
Early C20th
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native peoples of America. - no doubt
related to the shamanic drums of
their ancestral homelands on the
steppes of Central Asia, where the
people lived before they migrated
across the land bridge that once
connected the two continents.
However the ‘medicine’ drums of
North America do not have the same
degree of sacred lore as their Siberian
cousins have.

Drum Construction
Almost all shamans’ drums from
Siberia and Central Asia are singleskinned - having a skin on only one
side of the frame - leaving the back of
the drum open, so the wooden frame
can be seen. Some other cultures use
double-skinned drums, where there is
skin on both sides of the wooden
frame, completely enclosing it. These
sorts of drums can be found amongst
some of the native peoples of North
America, and also in many of the

drums used by Nepalese shamans
to the south of Siberia.
Wherever people live, they will
solve problems in similar ways
if they are working with the
same kinds of materials.
For instance, when
Above: doubleusing wood and
sided Nepalese
animal skin to
shaman’s drum.
Early C20th
make a drum, the solutions to the
problem are remarkably
similar across
continents. This
happens because
the materials
dictate the
methods used.
The skin used on
drums is called rawhide - because
it is just that: ‘raw’ ‘hide!’ It is skin that Above: double-sided
Cheyenne drum.
has been removed from the animal,
Early C20th
cleaned, de-haired, stretched on a drying
frame to make it flat, and then left to dry.
Centre left:
Rawhide is not the same as leather, for
rawhide stretched
which the skin has been chemically
on a drying frame
altered in the ‘tanning’ process and
cannot be used to make drums. The type

Far left: Lakota
hand drum. C1860
Left: Buryat shaman
with frame drum
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Right: part-made
drum, using a
rawhide ‘bag
with drawstring’
style method of
construction

Above: Native
American style
drum with one
continuous lace

Below: splitting
a tree to make
a rough plank
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of skin used on shamanic drums depends
on the type of animals found where the
shaman lives, although generally it will be
deer, reindeer, wild goat, sheep, horse or
sometimes bear.
Many Siberian shamanic groups do
not actually have a word for a drum,
but refer to them by the name of the
animal skin used - adding their word
for ‘sacred’ before it; so a shaman may
think of their drum as their ‘sacred
deer’ or ‘sacred horse.’
Once the skin has been
stretched and dried on its
original drying frame it is a
bit like a big sheet of paper.
And of course animal skin
has been used to write on
for a very long time indeed - it
is what we call parchment.
To make a drum, first of all you
need a frame. An ancient method of
making a frame is to fell a tree and
then hammer something hard and
sharp, like stones or metal wedges,
into one end to eventually split the
tree in half all the way along its trunk.
You now have two, half tree long,
logs. These can then be split again, and
when that is done you have a plank
the whole length of the tree trunk.
This technique works better with
some trees than it does with others,
depending on the species, as some
trees are more amenable to splitting
than others. Generally, a tree that
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grows with a straight grain will split
more easily and create a better plank.
This rough plank can then be bent
into a circle to make the frame. As it is
a freshly felled ‘green’ tree it will
already be fairly flexable, much more
so than a seasoned plank you might
buy at a timber yard. To make it even
more pliable it can be soaked in water
for a while, and then, with care and a
lot of skill, be taken out and bent to
form the circle.
The join is overlapped and very
traditionally the two ends were fixed
by boring holes in the plank and
running a strong lace of rawhide
through to tie them tightly together,
there being no traditional strong,
reliable glue, good enough to
withstand the considerable force a
tight skin puts on the frame when the
drum is complete.
Rawhide, when it is dry, is stiff and
inflexible, and so to put it on the drum
frame, it needs to be soaked in water,
to make it soft. Soaking also makes the

skin swell up and so it gets
larger. When it dries on the
drum frame it will shrink
again, which makes the skin
get tighter on the frame giving the drum its resonant sound.
The easiest way to put on a soaked
skin is to tie it on using soaked
rawhide lacing. A circle of skin is cut
which is big enough to go across the
front of the drum frame, round the
sides of the frame, and a little way
across the back of the frame. This
skin circle has holes put into it all
around the edge, and these holes are
then used to run the rawhide lacing
through, which is then tightened up
to keep the skin in place. In effect
this is a bit like making a rawhide
drawstring bag in which the wooden

Top: the method
of cutting a long
lace from a
rawhide skin

Left: diagram
showing just one
of many lacing
methods for a
drum made with
a single lace

Left: the light
shining through
this Buryat
shaman’s drum
clearly shows it
has a rawhide
drawstring
around the edge
of the skin, to
which other
strips of skin
have been
attached to
form a handle
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Above: drum
made with a
drawstring
method of lacing,
the eight spokes
that form the
central handle
have been tied
onto the
drawstring
running around
the edge

dtum frame fits
tightly.
There are many
ways of tying the
rawhide lace in
drums of this
construction. Some
drums have laces
which pass to-and-fro
from one side of the
frame to the other,
backwards and forwards, forming a
sort of star-like webbing.
This criss-crossing is also often
bound together in the centre of the
back of the drum to form a cross
shape, making a convenient handle to
hold while it is being played.
Other methods involve running a
lace from hole to hole, clockwise
around the drum, like a drawstring. This
is then pulled tight, and from this
drawstring other laces can be stretched

across the back to further tension the
drum and form a central handle.
This rawhide lace method of drum
construction is the one most generally
used in Native American drum making,
and can also be found in some shamans’
drums from Siberia - especially in the
Southern regions. But very often in
Siberia another method of fixing the
skin onto a drum is used. This method
is where the skin is actually stitched to
the drum frame itself by means of a
length of cord.
To do this, a series of holes are made
through the side of the drum frame,
near what will be the back of the drum.
The circle of skin is then put on the
floor, and the drum frame placed on top
of it - the edge of the frame with the
holes uppermost. The edge of the skin
circle is then folded over the sides of
the frame, and the overlapping skin
allowed to rest on the back of the
frame. The drum skin is then stitched to
the frame, by passing a cord through the
skin, through one of the holes made in

Above: drying a drum over a fire for a
Buryat shaman before a ceremony
Left: drum made by stitching the skin onto
the wooden frame - you can see several of
the running stitches. This drum also has
resonator bumps which stick out from the
side of the drum and beadwork decoration

the frame, and out again through the overlapping skin at the
back of the drum. The thread then passes along the skin, inside
the frame, to the next hole in the frame, where it is pushed
through the overlapping skin, through the hole in the frame, and
through the drum skin on the side of the drum, to the outside
of the drum once again. This running stitch continues all around
the drum until the skin is laced on (see the illustration to the right).
This is a very time-consuming way of making a drum, taking
perhaps four or five times longer than it would take using the
Native American style rawhide lacing method of construction.
The benefits of making a drum like this however is its
stability. Skins on drums always draw in moisture from the air,
so on damp days the skin is a little damper - and therefore a
little larger than it is on dry days. This means a rawhide drum
will often sound a bit ‘dead’ on damp days, as the skin is looser

C

B
A

A: wooden frame
of the drum
B: thread stitching with running stich
around the whole
drum frame
C: skin at back
of the drum
D: skin at front
of the drum
D

Stitched Drum Cross Section

Top: diagram showing the lacing method with stitches through the
wood of the drum frame
Right: the inside edge of a stitched drum, showing the resulting inner
edge of skin that runs around the back of the drum
Below: shaman from Tuva playing a drum with resonator bumps
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Evenk (Tungus) drum made of reindeer skin with
an elaborate metal interior and resonator bumps.
The iron cross-shaped handle is in the form of a
flying loon bird, and there are other, smaller iron
loons towards the top and the bottom of the drum,
sitting upon horizontal iron bars which represent
the divisions between the three worlds.
At the very centre of the handle - right in
the mid-point of Middle World - is a
small hole, which represents
the portal to the Spirit
Worlds through which the
shaman passes on their
shamanic journey.
Early C20th
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and the sound not so resonant. This is
why drums are generally warmed, and
therefore dried out, by a fire before
they are used, the warmth of the fire
dries the skin, which makes the drum
‘sing.’ In the West hairdryers are
sometimes used for this purpose, as
they do the same job.
Siberian style drums, with the skin
stitched directly to the wooden frame,
lose less tension in damp weather than
drums with rawhide lacing crisscrossing the back to hold the skin on as there is no rawhide lacing to also get
damp and go slack.
Some Siberian shamans’ drums also
have very distinctive shapes with a

series of bumps sticking out from the
side of the drum. These are often
called ‘resonators,’ and are small bits
of wood, animal bone or other items
fixed to the frame, by either nailing
them or binding them on. The drum
skin is then placed over these when
the drum is made, creating the bumps
in the finished drum.
These sticks or bones make small
air pockets under the skin, and are
said to make the drum sing
better and louder, although I
personally have not noticed
any difference in the sound
of drums with them or
without them. These bumps
also have symbolic meaning

Below: Chakass
shaman’s drum.
Early C20th.
(the rear view of
this drum can be
seen on page 8)
Bottom left:
Buryat shaman
talks to the
sky powers
Bottom right:
Sakha shaman
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Right: Tuvan
shaman with
drum with
resonator bumps

Below: Northern
Mongolian
shaman and
community.
Photo 1903
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for the shaman, the protrusions
represent sacred mountains or other
spiritual aspects from the shamanic
folklore of the drum maker.
Siberian shamans drums vary in
diameter from quite small ones perhaps 45 - 50cm (around 18 inches)
across - to very large drums of over
100cm (around 36 inches) across.
The depth of the frames on the
drums also varies from between
about 8cm (around 3 inches) to 25cm
(around 9 inches) in depth, and a large
drum with a deep frame, especially if
it is hung with a lot of iron
decoration, will be a very heavy drum
- far heavier than those we may be
used to playing in the West.

Sacred Drums of Siberia

Drum Beaters
Siberian shamans use a special type of
drumstick sometimes called a ‘drum
paddle.’ These are flat, often slightly
curved beaters, made mostly from
wood, and covered with animal fur on
one side. This fur is generally from a
reindeer, deer, goat, bear or another
animal, depending on cultural tradition.
On the opposite side to the fur,
loose metal rings are generally fixed,
and at the bottom of the handle there
are normally a number of cloth
streamers and often small metal bells.
Drums are struck with the
fur-covered side of the
paddle, and the metal rings on
the other side of the paddle
act like a sort of rattle,
jingling and
clattering as the
drum is hit. Siberian
shamans do not use
rattles as Native
American medicine
people do, however the
drum paddle makes a
similar sort of sound.
A Siberian shaman’s
drum beater is a very
important tool in its
own right, and many
novice shamans will
be given them before
they are given drums
- using them as rattlelike instruments to
accompany songs and
perform healings with.

This use continues even after they
acquire their drums. In healings, they
are often used as a sort of whip or
knife, to drive out, or cut away
illness from a patient. Drum
paddles are sometimes used as a
method of divining, where the
shaman throws them up into
the air and notes how they
land; they are used as
blessing objects too people and animals and
objects requiring
blessing will be
touched with them.
They can also
be used as
impromptu offering spoons dipped into bowls of milk, which
is then flicked towards the sky
or the earth or the four sacred
directions, as an offering.

Top: Buryat
drum beater
with a large
bronze bell
attached.
Late C19th
Above:
playing a
drum with a
fur-covered
beater

Far Left: finely
made Evenk
(Tungus) beater
made from wood
and mammoth
ivory. Late C19th
Centre Left: beater
with carved wooden
horse head on the
handle. Late C19th
Left: beater
with carved
wooden reindeer
head, with small
iron antlers on
the handle.
Late C19th
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Right: Southern
Siberian drum
with static
handle.
Late C19th

Below: Altai
shaman’s drum
with static ongon
spirit fetish handle.
Late C19th

Above:
Altai shaman’s
drum with static
ongon spirit fetish
handle. Late C19th

Below: Sagai Tatar
(Khakas) shaman’s
drum with static
handle. Late
C19th

Right:
Evenk
(Tungus)
shaman’s
drum with
moving handle.
Late C19th
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Drum Handles
Because there is no rawhide lacing
stretching across the back of many
Siberian drums - forming a handle there is no easy way to hold the drum
while it’s being played. The way that
Siberian shamans have got around this
problem makes for one of the greatest
visual differences between their drums
and other sacred drums.

tie cloth streamers, bells or other
objects onto the drum.
These static handles made from metal
vary from simple ones, like a rigid bar
fixed across the frame, to complicated
ones where whole inner frameworks of
metal are attached to the outer wooden
frame at different points around it.

Below: Tuvan
shaman and drum
with a wooden
static handle
Bottom: Buryat
shaman and drum
with a moving
leather handle,
fixed by means
of copper rings

Siberian shamans’ drums have
handles attached to them, which are
sometimes very ornate and rich with
symbolism. These handles are grouped
into two main types - ‘static’ handles
and ‘moving’ handles. On a ‘static’
handled drum, the handle is rigidly
fixed to the frame and does not move,
whereas a ‘moving’ handle is fixed
loosely to the drum’s frame, and
moves about as the drum is played.
Drums with ‘moving’ handles are
generally played with the face of the
drum pointing towards the ground - the
drum being suspended by the handle as
well as held by it. These ‘moving’
handles often have wooden, bone or
metal grips, by which to hold the drum,
suspended in the centre of the back of
the drum frame by a series (generally
four) of iron chains, ropes, or cords.
Static handled drums generally have
a vertical bar - most often made of
wood - running across the drum
frame from top to bottom. Sometimes
they have an additional cross bar going
from side to side, and where this bar
appears, it is normally much thinner.
This cross bar is most often used to
Sacred Drums of Siberia
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Above
and Below:
Evenk (Tungus)
shaman’s drums
with moving
handles made of
metal and fixed
with metal loon
bird fetishes.
Late C19th

Siberian shamanic
drums generally have a
great degree of
symbolism. For example,
many Siberian tribes
name the handles of
their drums after an
animal that has a special
spiritual significance to
them. In Mongolia handles
are called a bar or el-bar
(tiger), in the Altai Mountains
they are called mar (snow
leopard), and Buryat shamans call
them baran-geresum (bear).
On some drums from Southern
Siberia (including Mongolia, Tuva, the
Altai mountains and Buryatia)

shamans’ drums are seen as a stylised
bow and arrow. The vertical ‘fixed’
handle of the drum represents the
arrow, and either the curved shape of
the drum frame, or a thinner curved
strip of wood attached to the inside of
the drum at the top of the handle,
represents the curved bow itself.
Part of the symbolism of the bow
and arrow is that the drum - as a bow
- shoots the shaman on his journey,
because the shaman is holding onto
the handle - which is the arrow
shot by the bow. Another meaning
to the bow and arrow symbolism is
that the drum is like a bow and
arrow held by the shaman while
they are in the spirit worlds, and
with it in their hand they are
prepared to use it to subdue or
slay any hostile spirits they meet
on the journey.
Some Southern Siberian drums
have a copper or iron wire stretching
horizontally across the inside of the
drum just above the centre point,
Top right: Southern Siberian drum with static
stylised bow shaped handle. Late C19th
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Negidal shaman
Grigory Fedotov.
Photo 1927

Evenk (Tungus)
shaman holding
a drum with
a moving
handle.
Photo
Early
C20th
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shamanic rituals, where the shaman will
use the sound of the twanging bow
string to help them go into trance and
thus enter the spirit worlds. They also
use bows as a method of light trance
inspired divination, the shaman gazing
past a vibrating bowstring at a fire,
which enables them to ‘see’ the spirits
of things. Many shamans have small iron
bows and arrows tied to their drums
or to their ritual costumes as well - the
connection between bows and arrows,
drums and shamanism is quite complex.

Above:
shaman’s
drum with
moving handle.
Evenk (Tungus),
Late C19th

Above: Evenk
(Tungus) drum
with moving
handle. Late
C19th
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which they call a kyrish (bow
string). This is often hung with
short lengths of twisted iron,
which jingle and rattle as the
drum is played, and these are
said to be shaman’s arrows,
ready to be used when needed.
Actual bows are also used
sometimes in some Southern Siberian

Sacred Drums of Siberia

Another tradition with Siberian
drums with fixed handles is that the
vertical bar the shaman holds
represents a spirit. These types of
drum handles often have legs at the
bottom of the handle and a face made
from carved wood or metal at the top,
and they are often very spectacular
looking drums. The spirit represented
by the figure is often the shaman’s
main helper spirit, or the spirit of an
ancestor who helps the shaman, or
sometimes the spirit of the drum itself
called ‘the master of the drum.’
Some drums have a male head at
the top and a female head at the
bottom. This is a reference to the
balance of male and female in the one
being, a common theme in shamanism,
the symbolism of which can be found
in shamanic objects and costumes
from many cultures.
Where this theme occurs, it is seen
as important that the shaman balances
the two spirits within them - one male
and one female. One traditional
Siberian view is that there are three
sexes, ‘male,’ ‘female’ and ‘shaman.’

Left: Tolfalar shaman’s
drum with static
wooden handle.
Late C19th

Above and below:
Altai shaman’s drum with
static ongon spirit
fetish handle.
Late C19th

Below: Southern
Siberian shaman’s
drum with moving
handle. Late C19th

Below: Evenk
(Tungus) shaman’s
drum with moving
handle. Late C19th
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Drum Decoration

Above: Altai shaman’s drum.Late C19th
Below: Shor shaman’s drum. Late C19th
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Siberian shamans’ drums are often very
ornate, their symbolism a mix of cultural
tradition and the shaman’s own personal
vision. They may be left unpainted, or painted
with designs that illustrate the cosmology of
the shaman’s universe or their spirit helpers.
Sometimes they are simply painted an
overall colour - both inside and outside.
Very often they are hung with metal
bells or iron jingle cones which act as bells,
they may also have small replica weapons
or tools made from metal, such as bows
and arrows, swords, axes, saws and
hammers etc.
They may also have small spirit fetishes
tied to them, made from metal, wood or
fabric. These fetishes, which are called
ongons, can be thought of as spirit houses,
and they will contain some of the shaman’s
spirit helpers. Ongons are a major feature of
Siberian shamanism; dwellings will have
ongons containing the house spirits, nomadic
people will often have special ongons for
the ancestors of the tribe, and these will be
carried on a special sledge or wagon while
the people move camp ground. Ongons are
often fed or given offerings, and always
treated with the utmost respect as they are
not only a likeness of a spirit, but are also
seen as living embodiments of the spirit
they portray.
Drums will also generally be hung with
strips of cloth, these may be offering
scarves, or strips given by people after
healings, or empowered cloths used in
ceremonies the shaman has taken part in.
In Mongolia, Tuva and other places in
Southern Siberia where Tibetan Buddhism
is also practiced, drums are generally tied

with Buddhist offering scarves. In Tibet
these are most often white and are
known as khatags or katas, but in
Siberia sky blue ones are more often
used, which are called khadags or
hadags. These represent ‘Eternal Blue
Sky,’ the Sky Spirit of heaven, known in
Mongolia as Tengri. An alternative
name for shamanism in Southern
Siberia is Tengrism.
If a drum does not have a formal blue
khadag, it will often at least have small
tassels or ribbons of sky blue material
tied to it, which has the same meaning.
Some Southern Siberian drums have
ribbons and khadags tied to the top, left,
and right sides of the frame, often with
iron jingles too, to represent its crown
and two ears.
Offering khadags are ‘Grandmother’s
skirts’ - the word khadag in Mongolian is
the word for a woman’s skirt. They are
used in many ways; tied - as an act of
offering and honouring - to sacred trees,
sacred rocks, shamans costumes and
ritual equipment.; they are also often

given as gifts. For many Siberian
tribes, the primordial ‘first shaman’
is seen as female. It is why much
shamanic costume from the
region mimics female clothing.
Black, rather than sky blue
khadags are also used sometimes,
but these are used only as part of a
healing, where unpleasant and harmful
‘heavy’ energy has to be removed.You
often find black khadags tied to healing
objects like shamans’ whips, which are
used to drive out and dispel harmful
energy from people and places.
Drums may also have feathers or
parts of animal pelts tied to them, and
sometimes glass beads are stitched as
decoration to the part of the drum skin
which goes round the back of the drum.
Then again, sometimes drums are left
completely undecorated.

Above:
shaman’s drum.
Evenk (Tungus),
late C19th
Below left:
Buryat shaman
girl with khadag
decorated drum
Inset: Buryat
shaman’s drum
with blue tassels
and iron jingles
representing
the drum’s ears
and crown
Below: offering
a khadag and a
bowl of milk
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Making Shaman’s Drums
With Siberia being such a vast
geographic area with many different
tribal groups, there is no
one single tradition for
the making and
empowering of
shamanic drums,
but there are
some things
that are
common to
them all.
Firstly of
these is that the

Above: Evenk
(Tungus) Drum
painted with
ochre, the pattern
representing the
four directions
and the sacred
centre. Late C19th

Left: Evenk
blacksmith
making metal
items for a
shaman.
Photo 1908
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drums are made with a great amount
of sacred care and attention, with
ceremonies and offerings made to the
spirits to ask for their help, and with
deep respect for the materials used in
their construction.
Amongst the shamans of the Altai
mountains in Southern Siberia, a drum
is made by the local community under
the shaman’s guidance. Once the drum
has been completed, the shaman uses
the drum for the first time by going
out into the spirit worlds to hunt for
the soul of the animal whose skin is

on the drum. They will track this
animal’s soul, and once they have
found it, they will bring it into the
drum and give the drum one big
hit. From this moment the drum
is considered to be
empowered and alive.
The shaman, still in
trance on the spirit
journey, will then
ride on that animal’s
back to his chief
helper spirit and present the
drum for their approval. If this chief
spirit does not approve of details in
the drum’s construction or decoration
they will inform the shaman,
who has to put
these right

quickly. If the chief spirit is
very unhappy with the drum,
they might cause the shaman
to become ill as a punishment.
When it comes to the
actual making of a drum, in
Above: Tiger bell:
a type of bell
some traditions the shamans
made in China
make their own, while others and traded widely
across Siberia and
employ semi-professional
Asia. Late C18th
drum makers to make them,
Left: shaman’s
and in some traditions drums
iron jingles
were made by the shaman’s
whole community.
When the community made
Below: Evenk
the shaman’s drum it was always
(Tungus) shaman’s
ironwork on a
under the instruction of the shaman,
ritual costume.
who was in turn under the instruction
The bow and
arrows would have
of their spirits - most notably their
been made by a
ancestral spirits - who had all been
local blacksmith
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Right: shaman’s
ancestor ongon
(spirit fetish).
This small ongon
around 16cm
(6.25 inches)
across, is in the
form of a small
drum frame.
It represents
the spirit of a
shaman ancestor.
Each new shaman
received their
gifts from such a
shaman ancestor.
Altai late C19th

Below: two
drums belonging
to a shaman
called Amyr
Salanka of the
Altai people.
Photo 1924
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past shamans, so the line of shamanto-shaman tradition and instruction
was continued unbroken.
Generally a drum frame is
made of birch, larch, or
spruce, and the skin is deer
(often reindeer) or horse.
Birch is a sacred tree in
many Siberian cultures, as
it is seen as the ‘world
tree’ that sits at the centre
of the universe.
Often there are
special ceremonies
to be enacted
during the
making of a
drum. These
sometimes
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include specific prohibitions as to who
can touch, or even see the materials
that will be used. On the other hand,
in other tribes there is an expectation
that as many members of the shaman’s
community will touch, and even play
on the completed drum, as a way for
it to connect with the people the
shaman will serve.
Very often the metal objects, such
as bells and amulets tied or fixed to
the drum, will have come from older
drums or other shamanic tools. Old
items that have been previously used
are considered to be ‘ancestral items,’
and are seen as having gained power
during their life and previous use.
When a new metal item is needed,
the assistance of a shaman-blacksmith
will be called upon, who will make the
new object using appropriate
ceremony and with great regard for
the spirits. In Siberia blacksmiths are
considered a type of shaman in their

own right, and there have always been
special blacksmiths - often within
families, who hold the rights to the
tradition - who are experts in making
the many metal objects Siberians
shamans often use.

Above: group of
Buryat shamans
with their drums
Below: Tuvan
shamans drum
around a fire
burning offerings
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The Empowerment of Drums

Above: Altai
shaman’s drum
with ongon spirit
fetish handle.
Late C19th

Below: Koryak
female shaman
and community.
Photo 1915
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Once a drum is made and
decorated it will generally be
empowered and dedicated in
some way. However, this need for
empowerment is not always the
case, as some tribal groups say that
because the drum and beater were
made from living wood it is already
alive and full of spirit, and therefore
needs no special empowerment.
Cultural groups who empower new
drums however do so with specific
ceremonies. Many see this as essential
for the safety of the shaman, as the
shaman might easily get lost during a
shamanic trance journey if they are
not using an empowered drum. They
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are also fearful of drums breaking
during use, which could cause the
shaman’s spirit to be trapped in the
spirit world. It is believed that this
could cause the shaman to become ill
or even die.
Empowerments are often done by
older, more experienced shamans who
are assisting in the training of the
younger ones. Some of these
empowerment ceremonies take several
days to accomplish and are very
complex. They may involve specific
shamanic journeys to spirit helpers,
offerings to the animal whose skin was
used and the tree the frame and beater
was made from. At the most simple, an

offering of vodka, milk or blood, would
be made to the spirits, and the drum
would probably also be ritually ‘fed’
with these from time to time.
A Siberian shaman’s drum is not
merely a musical instrument, it is a
complex model of the shamanic
universe and a set of weapons and
tools the shaman can use to combat
and subdue hostile spirits they come
across. Drums may also have nonmusical roles in shamanism too. For
example, if a shaman, while in the
spirit worlds, comes to a body of
water which they have to cross, their
drum may double up as a coracle-like
boat and their beater a paddle, which
provides transportation for the
shaman’s soul to safely cross to the
other side.
Drums also become containers for
spirits. For example a shaman in
trance hunting for a sick person’s
missing soul may use the drum to hold
that soul once they have found it, and
so bring it safely back to this world
and back to the sick person who had

lost it. Some Siberian drums have
specific places in the drum for the
storage of soul parts. A drum will also
contain, in a very physical sense, the
shaman’s spirit helpers, who may each
have ongon spirit house to live in
within the frame. The drum then is, in
essence, the sacred place that lies at
the very heart of Siberian shamanism,
connecting the shaman to the other
worlds of the spirits.
In some Siberian cultures, at the end
of a shaman’s life, the drum skin is cut,
slashed across the front from top to
bottom, to make the drum unplayable.
This ‘dead drum’ is a clear sign of the
connection between a shaman and their
drum - once the shaman is dead the
drum is dead, too. There are also many
traditional tales of shamans whose drum
skins have been damaged accidently,
killing the drum, and in these tales the
shaman always dies soon afterwards too.
This idea of the drum skin and the
shaman’s life being closely connected
is summed up in a traditional folk tale
from Tuva in Southern Siberia.

Above: Buryat
shamans run in
trance during
an initiation
ceremony
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Right: Evenk (Tungus)
drum with a slashed
skin showing
that the
shaman who
owned it
has died

Below: Tuvan
shaman’s drum
with a slashed skin
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Once there was a kam (male shaman)
who set out to kill an udagan (female
shaman) who lived close by. The kam
told his wife: “It will look as if I am dead,
but do not slash my drum skin!” The kam
went into a deep trance, which looked to
all the world as if he was dead, but
instead he sent his soul out to kill the
udagan, but he could not get near her, as
there were too many people around.
So the kam put his soul into a fly and
the fly laid an egg under the skin of a
deer. The kam’s soul then went into the
fly egg, which turned into a maggot, and
there it remained until hunters killed
the deer and took its meat to the
udagan, who ate the meat together with
the maggot. Once inside the udagan, the
kam’s soul could kill her, but the udagan
drove him out, before he could,
expelling him from her anus, together
with the undigested deer meat.
A passing dog gobbled down the
meat together with the maggot, and the
kam’s soul became trapped in the dog.
The story then goes on to relate
how the soul of the kam eventually
escapes from the dog and made its
way back home to the kam’s body,
which by this time had been given up
for dead, and buried. In the grave
worms had started to eat the kam’s
body, so when he came back to his
body the kam found he had no eyes
and could not see anymore.
Out from the grave the kam leapt, so
angry with the udagan that he set off
straight away into trance with a new
plan to kill her, but his wife, being sick
of the whole thing, cut the kam’s drum
skin which killed him, so he was unable
to return to life again.

Protective Drum Cases
A drum skin can be a fragile thing - all
too easy to make a hole in if you are
not careful, and if you hold a cultural
belief that should your drum skin get
damaged you may well die, or at the
very least suffer great misfortune, it is
a good idea to protect your drum as
carefully as possible.
So Siberian shamans made cases for
their precious instruments, to keep
them safe while they travelled, and
while the drum was not in use.
Drum cases are made from tanned
animal hide, often deer or reindeer,
which normally has the fur still on it.
The bag is made with the fur side on
the inside to cushion the drum when
it is packed away and keep it safe.
The outer surface of the case is
sometimes left plain and
sometimes decorated,
with paint or with
bead-work in
symbolic designs.

Above:
Dolgan drum
case made of
tanned reindeer hide
The case is painted with a
design representing the four
directions and the sacred centre
Below: Evenk drum
case with a beadwork
four directions
design

Right:
Evenk
drum case
with a bead
work design
representing
the world tree
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Seeking Your Own Drum

Below: Mongolian
shaman with
a special outdoor
altar called
an oboo or ovoo
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You might be reading this book while
living in an isolated, deeply rural place
- far away from it all - where you live
and practice shamanism like the
shamans of old; but I think the
chances are that you are living in a
fairly built up, or urban area, with
miles, and miles, and miles of concrete
and brick between you and the
nearest bit of really wild green.
But, wherever you live, the spirits
are around you, and you can work with
a drum in a deep - albeit not totally
traditional - way if you wish to build a
deep relationship with them.
For some people, working with a
drum can be a very powerful way to
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develop a long lasting relationship
with the spirits. If this work is
approached in the right way, it has the
potential to take you deeply into the
mysteries of shamanic practice, and
lead you to a powerful connection
with the spirit worlds.
Most people are not able to make
their own drums due to lack of
opportunities, so it is perhaps unlikely
that you will make yours. But of course
making your own drum is not out of
the question, as many people offer
drum-making courses nowadays, and
the materials for drums are much more
readily available than they were when I
started. If the possibility
comes your way to make
one, you should take it.
When I began drum
making, almost 30 years
ago now, there was no
internet, so the sourcing
of materials was very
difficult. It required the
making of lots of phone
calls to numbers I found
in paper phone
directories, to ask for
strange things like
rawhide - which often
resulted in me having to
explain what I wanted it
for - to generally rather
bemused people on the
other end of the phone.
Nowadays drum skins
and ready-made wooden

Top row left:
beechwood drum
frame with lacing
holes bored ready
to have the skin
put on using the
Siberian stitching
through the
frame technique
Top row right:
the frame resting
on top of a wet
reindeer skin
ready for the skin
to be cut to size

Bottom row left:
stitching the skin
in place on the
drum frame
Bottom row
right: the drum
with the still-wet
skin completely
stitched in place

drum hoops can be bought fairly easily
from all sorts of places online, even
from eBay. And there are now many
wonderful and skillful drum makers
across the world, earning a crust from
shamanic drum making - how times
have changed.
If you do make your own drum either completely, including bending
the wood for the frame, or by sourcing
a skin and putting it onto a pre-made
hoop - you will have much more
sacred control over the process, and
the spirit power you put into it will
make it truly personal to you.
Making your own drum can be a
powerful experience. It will put you
deeply in touch with its birthing, so
you really know it - inside and out. It
will also be cheaper for you, and may
well provide a healing for you as well.

So often people’s creativity is taken
away from them during the process of
growing up. I have had many a person
in tears while making a drum with me,
because it was ‘the first thing they had
ever made since their school teacher
had said they were rubbish at creating
things with their hands’.

Left: the finished
drum together
with its beater.
The spirits asked
that the drum was
painted red, and
its central handle
was an ancient
Chinese bronze
disc with two
stylised dragons.
The cloth tied to
the drum came
from Mongolia and
was originally part
of a cloth cover
for Buddhist sutras
(sacred texts).
In Siberian
Shamanism and
Buddhism, such
cloth is considered
blessed because
of its former
sacred use
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Working With Spirit Teachers

Two Siberian
shaman’s ongons
(spirit fetishes).
The one above
may represent
the master
spirit of
a drum

When you make your own
drum it is a good idea to
call to your spirits, and
the spirits of
the ancestors who love
you, to help you in the
making.
If you wish to, you can
also undertake a shamanic
journey to ask for a spirit
who will teach you about drum
making and help you with the
process, and it is also good to
undertake a journey to the master
spirit of your drum and your drum
beater to seek advice about what they
need to look like and be made from. I
would actually strongly advise that you
make all of these journeys.
I am assuming you know
about, and can make
shamanic journeys; if not
then you will have to find
out about the process and
get training in it. Please, if at
all possible, learn from a real
live person - not a book.
I have a drum making teacher
spirit whom I make shamanic
journeys to, if a drum requires
it, but not all drums do. If I am
making a small batch of drums,
for sale at an event for example,
I might not make such a journey
- instead I might just ask my
spirits to help me before I start
the construction, and trust my
own drum making experience and
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intuition to help me make the drums
the way they need to be made.
But if someone asks me to make a
personal shamanic drum - a drum for
them to use in their ceremonial and
shamanic work, I normally perform a
journey to my drum making teacher
spirit to ask about the drum. On these
journeys I am usually shown the
completed drum and told how it
should be made, sometimes with
specific details about special materials
to be used, or colours and designs to
be painted, or objects to be tied onto
the finished drum.
I normally then send the notes I
made about the journey to the
person the drum is for, so they can
hear what my spirits have told me. I
also often ask the person
commissioning the drum to make a
similar journey for information from
their own spirits. This gives us the
chance to compare notes, which
really helps us get clear about specific
details. Once we are clear the actual
drum making process can begin.
Sometimes I will also make a
journey to the master spirit of the
new drum too, especially if the drum is
to have a copper ongon face like the
traditional Altai drums shown on pages
18 and 23. I do these journeys to give
the master spirit of the drum a chance
to show itself to me so I can see its
face, and then I make the copper face
as close as I can to the face I see.
Faces on these types of drums are
generally very stylised and simple.

Ongon dolls
during a
ceremony
in Siberia
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Developing Sacred Respect
Opposite: khadag
offering scarf
from Mongolia
Top inset: long
line of khadags
tied to a sacred
tree as an
offering to the
spirits in Tuva
Bottom inset:
Mongolian
shaman

Below: Mongolian
shaman dances
and drums
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It is always important to have respect
when you are making a drum, both for
the spirits and the materials. All of the
drum’s materials and decoration are
sacred, even man-made materials came
originally from Grandmother Earth, and
they all have a spirit.
I work with my spirits and my altar
before I make a drum, lighting butter
lamps and incense on the altar, and at
times making traditional offerings of
vodka, milk and cakes. I also ask for
help from an ancient Mongolian,
Buryat and Tibetan blacksmith spirit
who has recently crossed my
shamanic path.
I get a sense of what is needed when
I start making. Sometimes a drum will
really tell me it has to be made with
great attention to detail, and at other
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times drums can be made with less fuss.
I always have a sense of gratitude to the
spirits of all the materials (and tools) I
am using too, and I am especially aware
of the death of the animal used for the
drum skin itself and any leather or fur I
use - such as for the drum paddle.
I always try to use animal skin in a
respectful way, and don’t forget the
smaller creatures too - for instance if
silk is used in the drum’s decoration,
then silk worms will have died.
The more awareness you have
about the materials used in your drum
the better; and take a moment to
really think about all the people who
have helped in its birth as well, perhaps
the postman who brought the
materials to you, the people who
distilled the oil used to transport

them, as well as more obvious helpers like the people who
cut the timber and the people who looked after, killed and
skinned the animal - and also those who prepared that
skin so you can use it - so many people helped you in so
many ways to bring your drum to life.
One of the first journeys you can make when you
have your drum, after you have bonded with it (or even
as part of the process of bonding), is to do a shamanic
journey or series of journeys to the spirits of all who
helped bring your drum together, to ask them what you
can do for them. The spirits give us so much - it is our
responsibility as people to not be greedy children who
only take what we need. Instead, it is always good to ask
the spirits how we can be of service to them.
I also feel it is important to try to use as much of an
animal’s skin as I can. Sometimes a skin is big enough to
make two drums, which is good, as that means less skin is
wasted, but often the spare skin left over is not large enough
to make another drum, so I use it for other craft projects, or
give it to people to help them develop their own craft skills.
I sometimes get asked if I can make a drum for them without
using animal skin. Perhaps they are against the killing of animals
and don’t like to think an animal has died for them to have a drum.
Although I respect those views (I was a vegetarian myself for
thirteen years), I also have to admit that I find it strange. To me, a

Above: shaman’s
ongon (spirit
fetish) in the
form of a drum
frame. Altai,
late C19th

Right: front of
a shaman’s
drum. Altai,
late C19th
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shamanic drum is, by its very nature, a
vital connection to the spirit of a
creature, whether it is made from the
hide of a deer, horse, reindeer or
other animal.
I know it is popular
with some people to
use plastic headed
drums for shamanism
- such as those
produced by Remo
drums - and I have
even heard, in
recent years, of
some traditional
shamans in Siberia
who have
requested such
drums as gifts,
because plastic
headed drums are
robust and stable in
different atmospheric
conditions.
But to me, personally,
plastic headed drums don’t
feel like they have a strong
identity and strong soul, and
in my shamanic work I feel
those two factors are
essential. I simply feel I
cannot connect so well
with a plastic headed
drum. So for general
music making I would
use them, but for
healing work or a
ceremony I would
choose an animal skin
drum every time.
However, this is only my
own personal view.
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Drum making is often a slow process
for me - especially if it is a sacred drum
for a specific person. I often sit with the
materials - or the partly completed
drum - sensing it and listening to the
spirits, feeling in my own body, in my
own gut, what needs to happen with it.
A drum is a living thing and its birth is
both a process and a journey.
If you are unable to make your own
drum, try and find someone who will
make the drum for you in a sacred way.
The way I approach making drums is,
again, my way, not the only way, and
other makers will have their own
methods of tuning into the process and
working with the spirits. Try and find a
maker who will share the process with
you - either listening to your ideas and
wishes (and those of your spirits) or
even maybe letting you be there and sit
in or help make it.
Be empowered - undertake that
shamanic journey to meet the master
spirit of your drum - or at least a spirit

helper teacher who will tell you about
it - before you commission, or try to
buy one. Ask the spirits if you need to
do any preparation work yourself
before the drum is made, or for any
ceremony you need to do while the
making process is unfolding.
Learn from the spirits what your
drum should be like, and unless what
you are told is impossible, do not settle
for second best. And if you are told
something about your drum’s
construction that seems impossible for instance your spirits say it has to be
made of sabre-tooth tiger skin - work
with your spirits about how that energy
can be symbolically put into the
materials for your drum; the spirits are
not stupid, they know what is possible
and impossible, but we humans can
often be a bit dim, because we don’t ask
questions of our spirits and instead take
things on face value.
If you want a specific style of drum,
with a specific look, you may have to
hunt for a maker who can work with

you. Many drum makers produce Native
American style drums, and your spirits
may have told you that you need one
that is not like that. If this is the case you
are going to have to look
around, and your spirits
may not make it easy
for you, perhaps
sending you on a
search that will
take you
some time.
The search
will be worth
it as you will
usually find
what you need
in the end.
I am also a very
strong believer in the
need for people to put
themselves into the sacred
objects they work with. If you
make your own drum you will
have done this throughout the whole
process, but if you commission a drum
to be made for you by someone else,
or buy one ‘off the peg,’ in my opinion
it will not be finished until you work
yourself into it, adding decoration of
some kind at the very least.
It is essential for you to be powerful
with your creativity if you are going to
do powerful shamanic work. Not all
artists are shamans - but all shamans
are artists, and if you have wounding in
your creativity, perhaps caused by
childhood experiences, it is your
responsibility to acknowledge that
wounding and seek healing. No one
who follows a shamanic path should say
“I’m not a creative person.”

Above: the
back of one of
the author’s own
drums, made in
Altai style with an
ongon spirit figure

Left: Tuvan
shaman making
offering of milk
to the spirits
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Preparing a Drum
Once you have your drum in your hand the work
really starts. If you didn’t make it yourself, as I said
before, I strongly recommend that you work with
the drum to add decoration at the very least. I
suggest you journey to your spirits and ask to be
introduced formally to the master spirit of the
drum, then you can ask it what other forms of
decoration or sacred symbolism you need to
add to the drum to make it individually
relevant for you and your spirit power.
Listen carefully to your drum’s spirit and do
exactly as it says, if it asks for a pink silk ribbon
to be attached to it, you must find one and attach
it - even if the idea doesn’t appeal to you.
Once this is done and the drum is finished and as fully
decorated as it needs to be at this time, you can ask the
master spirit what is needed to empower the drum, bring it to
life, and help the two of you to bond properly.
Above:
Evenk (Tungus)
drum. Early
C20th

Opposite page
top: Buryat
shamans with
cake offerings
to the spirits
Opposite page
bottom: the
offerings are
burned after
the ceremony

Right: Tuvan
shamans prepare
to make offerings
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If it feels appropriate, and especially if
you are told to, you might want to
journey to seek out the spirit of the
animal and the tree your drum is made
from - as well as the spirits of any other
materials used in its construction if
that feels appropriate for you.
Once you have found them, you
might have to bring these spirits back
to your drum (by negotiating with
them - which is more ethical than just
capturing them), and put them, or allow
them to go into your drum to help it
be a living thing. This is the traditional
practice I described on page 26.
Whatever happens, follow your
drum’s master spirit’s advice about
how you should go about empowering
Sacred Drums of Siberia
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Left: small ongon
face made of
beaten copper.
Evenk (Tungus),
Late C19th

and bonding with the drum, they are
the ones calling the shots.
It is also a good idea to ask for
some basic ground rules about
the handling of your drum
too. For instance, a drum
might not like to be placed
directly on the floor, and
may prefer to be laid
down with the skin or
back facing upwards. Some
drums allow others to play
them, others require special
rituals to be done before playing
by someone else, and some drums will
only be for very specific purposes. I

Right: ongons
inside two of the
author’s drums.
on the left a
copper ongon
and wolf fur,
on the right an
iron ongon and
an old, pink,
offering scarf
that was
originally
attached to an
old shaman
mirror from
Mongolia
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personally have several drums, each of
them being used for a different kind of
shamanic work.
I make offerings to my drums and
drum beaters before I do ‘big’ work
with them. For me this is simply a
feeding of the drum, rubbing a little
vodka into the skin and the beater - but
ask your own spirits and the master
spirits of the drum and beater what you
need to do and they will tell you.
Twice a month, at the times of the full
and new moon, I perform a thanksgiving
ceremony which I call a ‘sing’ to all my
spirits. I give them offerings of vodka,
milk, cakes, black tea (for wrathful

protector spirits - a Tibetan tradition),
butter lamps, incense and song. This is
based on a traditional Southern Siberian
ritual. Shamans are nothing without the
spirits, so shamans the world over
honour them.
The songs I sing are for their praise
and my gratitude for all the help my
spirits and all my ritual objects give me.
I leave the offerings on my altar until
the next day and then take the food
offerings out and give them to the land.
You don’t have to do this unless it
speaks to you - it is my way. Do
remember however that your drum
and your other ritual objects are not
merely ‘things,’ but living spirits, with
which you have a deep sacred bond of
respect and service. This sacred bond

is a keystone to maintaining a good
relationship with them and to
practicing good shamanism.
For me also part of keeping that
relationship alive is to listen to my
sacred objects. What is my drum
saying to me? What does it need right
now? Many of the small ritual objects
and bits of cloth decoration that hang
from my drums come on and off them
fairly regularly. I try to be aware of the
drum as a living being, whose needs
and moods change, so for a while it
may need a particular bell or a
particular strip of cloth, but a time will
come when this is not required and
when I sense that time has arrived I
remove the item.

Below: bowls
of milk, vodka,
and small sweet
cakes, together
with a butter
lamp and incense.
Offerings made in
front of a statue
of the Mongolian
blacksmith spirit,
Damjin Dorlig,
(called Dhamchen
Garwa Nagpo in
Tibetan Buddhism)
shown riding his
goat with its
twisted iron
horns, on the
author’s altar
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Working With a Drum
So what do you actually do with this
sacred item of skin and wood, silk and
metal? How do you use your drum for
shamanic work?
Your drum is a friend, a guide, a
helper spirit and an energy tool. It will
probably outlive you, and if you work
with it properly with respect and care,
it will take you on many adventures
and be there until the end to support
you in your shamanic working. No
wonder it is sometimes called the
‘soul of a shaman,’ and it is no mystery
why in the old ways people slit the
skin of a drum to kill it at the death of
its human shaman friend.
Perhaps the main thing associated
with shamans and their drums, is the
drum’s ability to help shamans go into
trance, from which they embark on

their soul flights to the other worlds.
In the re-emerging western
shamanic culture - the culture that has
grown up out of workshops, classes
and books - people now rarely drum
for themselves when they journey.
Instead they use either a CD or an
MP3 file, or perhaps if they are lucky
enough to have them, they have live
drummers who drum for them.
Our modern houses are often
crammed together with thin walls. We
no longer expect to hear the local
shaman playing their drum deep into
the night, and so banging on your
drum may well solicit your neighbors
banging on your walls or your front
door in response.
Many people I meet also keep their
shamanic work firmly ‘in the closet’
away from their ‘normal’ family and
Tuvan shaman

friends, as they feel embarrassed by it,
or fear they will be ridiculed or even
possibly attacked because of it.
But if you have the type of
domestic arrangement (or degree of
courage) that enables you to play
your drum as a regular part of your
shamanic practice, I advise you to
learn to make journeys playing your
own drum. Such journeys will, I am
sure, enhance your shamanic practice
in many ways.
My spirits told me to stop using
drumming recordings many years ago.
It was a side comment to me from
them, on a journey on an unrelated
matter. They told me to make a
journey, playing my own drum, and
said they would help me.
I had no idea what to expect, but
the next evening I lit a butter lamp on
my altar (something I always do when
I journey), picked up my drum and
prepared to go and visit them.
If you are going to drum for
yourself you will not be able to hold
the drum properly lying down, so
you will have to sit up. I was
journeying sitting up at that point
in my life anyway. In order to be
comfortable I use a Tibetan
meditation strap called a
gomtag. This is a band of
firm cloth that slips behind
my back and stretches
around both knees.
Because it is around my
knees it supports my
back, allowing me to sit in
a steady position for
extended periods.

I had
no idea
what to expect
as I started to drum
for myself. I thought I would be unable to
journey and play the drum at the same
time - caught in both worlds, but I knew
it had to be possible, as ‘proper’ shamans
did it, so I drummed and set off, rather
awkwardly, hoping for the best.
My spirits met me, and I saw they
had roped off a small area in the spirit
world, close to them. They told me I
was not to leave this area, until I
was proficient.
Then they set me exercises,
ranging from the picking up of
objects in the spirit world
with my spirit arms and
hands, while my physical
ones played the drum in
this reality. The exercises
developed - for
instance I had to
ride a horse in the
spirit world - and do
many more exercises
that they gave me.

Above:
drum with carved
wooden ongon
and iron ‘arrows’
hanging off the
bowstring. South
Siberian, tribal
group unknown
Right: wearing
a Tibetan gomtag
meditation strap.
The strap goes
behind the lower
back and around
the knees, and
enables one to
sit still and
upright for long
periods of time.
They are made
from non-elastic
material (canvas
fabric is good).
Each gomtag is
individually
made, the
circumference
being the
distance from
the person’s
outstretched
arms, from
fingertip to
fingertip
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Opposite:
Tuvan shamans
drumming
in trance

Below:
Tuvan shaman
with drum.
Behind are
cloth offering
scarves
suspended
on a rope

Over a course of about six journeys
the spirits trained me to be able to
move around comfortably in their
world while drumming in this one.
Eventually I arrived in the spirit world
to find the boundary rope had been
removed, and I could journey freely
wherever I needed to go. I had
evidently passed my drumming test, and
had been given my ‘journey licence!’
Now, drumming for myself is so
engrained in me, I normally hold a
drumbeater if I am journeying in a
group situation where we are listening
to a recording or live drummers.
One thing I rapidly discovered was
that there is no need to drum all the
time when you drum for yourself. I
do a lot of singing when I journey,
improvised spirit songs in spirit
language (glossolalia), sometimes
singing all the time, and sometimes

singing for some of the time. I find my
drumbeats often change to the rhythm
of the songs and sometimes stop
altogether. Sometimes when I am in
the spirit worlds I am totally silent in
this world.
Most of my drums have bells and
jingles on, so on a journey it is quite
easy to rhythmically shake the drum
while I travel, and this is especially
useful sometimes if I need my other
hand to do something else.
For example, sometimes I journey
taking a ritual object with me - such as
a shaman’s mirror - either chosen
intuitively, or one which my spirits have
asked me to bring. I hold that object, or
have it on my lap while I journey, and
because of this, its spirit comes with
me too. When I need to hold that
object in the spirit worlds, I hold it
physically in my right hand, and I can
then use the bells on my drum, held in
my left hand, shaking them to give
continuing rhythm and sound.
For me, the overlapping of this
physical reality and my actions in the
spirit worlds enrich my journey
experience. For example if I hold a
ritual phurba dagger in this physical
world, at the same time as I am
holding its spirit in the spirit world,
with my spirit hands, it makes for a
very powerful sense of being
physically engaged in the spirit world.
In fact, in general, I find drumming for
myself, especially while sitting up while
journeying, helps me in my shamanic
practice, by making me much more
present in the journey. No longer am I a
passive voyager in the spirit worlds. As
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Below: Altai
shaman showing
detail of the iron
rings on back of
his drum beater.
Photo C1930

Above: shaman’s
copper mask.
Nivkh, late C19th

Below: Mongolian
drum with very
Buddhist inspired
decoration,
late C19th

the events unfold in the journey in the
other world, my spirit self may turn from
left to right, engaging with the action
taking place around me, and my physical
body does the same in this reality.
At times I may encounter spirits I
need to fight or defend myself from,
and the drum then becomes like a

riot shield; I hit them with it in the spirit
worlds, and physically my body does the
same here in this one. Such things have
become second nature to me now.
For me, this physicality of journeying
goes far beyond anything I ever
experience flat on my back listening to
a drumming CD on headphones.

Another benefit of drumming for
yourself is you are not tied to the length
of your CD. Of course some journeys
are just a few minutes long, and most
last twenty minutes or so. But I also
undertake journeys which can last
an hour or longer, especially if they
are complex, involving a lot of
negotiation between different
spirits, or travel to different
parts of the spirit world.
Once, my spirits took me
on a very long journey for a
teaching. They took me to a
place in the spirit world I
didn’t know, and I had no real
idea how to get back, so all I
could do was trust them and go
with the process.
I knew of course that I could have
forced myself to come out of the
journey. However, that didn’t seem a
good idea, so I stayed with my spirits as
they took me far away, to places I had
never been to before, and gave me the
teachings they wished to give me.
When they had finished they brought
me safely back, but this was some
hours later. This length of journey is
not at all outlandish by the standards of
traditional shamans. Some cultures
journey for extended periods, it’s just
in the West we have perhaps become
conditioned by the length of the
drumming CD.
If you feel you want to try
drumming for yourself I would advise
asking for help from your spirits. Make
a journey to ask them to help you
drum for yourself and then follow
their instructions.

Your drum has many other uses
while you are in trance upon a
shamanic journey. I have already
shared how I use mine like a riot
shield, but in addition to this,
traditional shamans’ drums
sometimes have small objects
attached to them. These include
miniature iron weapons, the souls
of which the shaman can use on
the journey. In addition to those on
the drum, many other miniature
tools and weapons may be attached
to the shaman’s coat, and apron
and used in a similar way.

Above: painted
front of an Evenk
(Tungus) drum
Below: the
back of the
same drum.
Late C19th
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Sel’kup (Samoyed) shaman’s ‘full' drum.
This type of drum would have belonged to a
powerful shaman. In Sel’kup traditions a shaman
had seven drums during their lifetime and each
drum would reflect the growing and waning power
of the shaman; so a new shaman would have a
smaller, less elaborate first drum than a shaman
who had a new drum at the height of their powers,
and an aging shaman who was losing their powers
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would also again have a smaller drum made for
them than their previous one.
The seven iron rods across the inside of the drum
represent the seven layers of the spirit world. The
iron hole in the centre of the drum represents the
hole in the ice where the shaman - in the form of a
loon bird - dived to enter the spirit world, and they
would also dive through this hole to escape from
hostile spirits. Late C19th or early C20th

As I have already mentioned, the
construction of many drums includes a
symbolic bow and arrow. The shaman
can then use the ‘bow’ in their drum to
shoot an ‘arrow’ at a hostile spirit. This
symbolic weapon has many other
non-aggressive functions as well. My
spirits have, on more than one occasion,
asked me to shoot a series of arrows
which have lodged into clouds in the sky,
forming steps which we have climbed.
Often, when hunting for a lost soul
part on a soul retrieval journey, they
have told me to loose an arrow, and
then to rush to find where it is stuck
in the ground. When I have located it, I
have found that it has landed where
the missing soul part is; so in this way
the loosing of an arrow from the bow
of the drum almost becomes a form
of shamanic divination method.
I have spoken about the use of drums
as boats and I have experienced this
myself. One time I was hunting a lost
soul part in the icy regions in the north
of my spirit world - every shamanic
traveller has their own geography for
the spirit lands. On this occasion I had
to search many icebergs to find the soul
part and needed a way to travel across
the sea between them. So then my
drum became a coracle-like boat for me.
Another role I put my drum to
when on shamanic journeys is as a
container. Sometimes on a healing
journey the spirits fill the drum full of
blessings and I - half in trance and half
aware - then pour these over the
person I am doing the healing for,
standing above them and pouring the
blessings out like water from an
upturned bowl. At other times, in soul

retrieval work, drums are ideal vessels
to put a lost soul part in, so you can
safely bring the soul part back to
everyday reality, and return it to the
person who has lost it.
Playing a drum is a deeply meditative
process, so simply sitting with a drum
and quietly playing it with an even beat
will still your mind, an ideal start to any
shamanic or spiritual practice.
I also would like to encourage the
use of song along with drumming. For at
least twenty-five years I have used my
improvised songs, sung in ‘made up’
spontaneous, intuitive singing language.
This kind of singing is traditional in many
cultures as a way of shifting awareness
and connecting with the world around
us - whether physical or spirit.
Although I am not singing actual
words, I do know what I am singing
about, but even if I have knowledge of
what the song is about, I still have no
idea what sound, or tune will come
out of my mouth next.
I deeply trust this improvising
process now, after all these years of
doing it, and find I can launch into
song during my shamanic work
automatically. It generally takes me to
a very deep place, especially when
used in conjunction with a drum.
You don’t need to be a ‘good singer’
to do this. Song is simply a series of
sounds. Avoid, as much as you can, the
urge to be a critic of the sound you
produce - in tune, out of tune - in time,
out of time - all these are irrelevant in
this kind of song. This is not a
performance. Instead you are using
your voice as a tool.

Mongolian
shaman’s
jaw-harp
and cloth case.
The harp is
decorated with
ermin tails and
a dried paw,
together with
silk cords
Early C20th

Below: Yakut
shaman with
jaw-harp.
Early C20th
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But of course
when first
starting this
practice, you are
probably going to
feel inhibited. Most of
us have a
lot of cultural
baggage around
using our voice
from the
experiences we
had in
childhood, and learning to
label ourselves ‘musical’ or
otherwise! To allow
ourselves to sing what
are apparently
‘nonsense’
words takes
trust and a
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desire to get beyond the inner critic.
But if you stick with it and build your
confidence practicing it, I am sure your
shamanic work will be enhanced, and
you will quieten down your mind allowing the clarity of the spirits’
communication to come to you.
I sometimes sing with my drum
with the intention of doing distant
healing with people too, and find I am
journeying to them to do the healing,
as if they were in the room.
I also use a shaman’s jaw-harp for
the same purpose, as its rich harmonic
sound also helps to shift my awareness.
The use of a jaw-harp is commonplace
in many of the world’s shamanic
traditions, and especially so in Siberia.
They can be played rhythmically to
help invoke a trance state from which
to undertake spirit journeys. They can
draw in healing energy from the spirit
worlds too. The tassels and cord that
generally decorate a shaman’s jaw-harp
are often touched onto people to
bless them and to transfer the power
of the spirits that the jaw-harp has
drawn into this world.
In shamanic practice we so often
have to learn to trust ourselves and
turn off our inner critic. This critic is
connected to the blocks we put on
ourselves about our creativity and
personal authenticity; ideally we need
to relax into a comfortable creative,
non-judgemental place so that we can
hear and sense the spirits guiding us.
Stilling the mind with the intent of
losing our inner critic is essential to
effective shamanic working, and
drumming and singing are excellent
ways to help to achieve this.

If I have a question I need answering
and I don’t feel like - or don’t have
time for - a full shamanic journey, I
often drum and go to the gates of the
other world and ask my spirits to
meet me there. In that light trance
state it is possible to get instruction
and information from the spirits. Again
using a jaw-harp is also an excellent
way to achieve this.
Drums can be used for blessings,
just like a jaw-harp. When they are
played with the intention of ‘drawing
down the spirits,’ or ‘drawing down
blessing power,’ they act as gateways
through which the blessings or
healing power pours.
Cloths or khadags tied to drums can
also be used to transfer this spirit
power. If you are doing a healing, for
instance, you can face each of the Four
Directions in turn, and the Sky powers
and the Earth powers, drumming and
asking for blessings to come into your
drum for the aid of the person you are
doing the work for. Once you have
completed ‘drumming in’ the spirit

powers and blessings, they can be
transferred to the person by touching
the drum to them physically, and
dragging the khadags onto them. This
would be exactly the same if you had
used a jaw-harp or another objects with
hangings, such as cloth, cords or even
feathers, to draw in the spirit power.
Remember also your drum beater
is a powerful sacred object in its own
right, with its own master spirit. This
can act as a blessing or healing wand,
and when you have drummed to ‘draw
down power’ it can be transferred in
the same way.

Above: Buryat
shaman using a
drum beater to
bless a sheep
before it is
sacrificed

left: Buryat
shaman uses
blessing wand
(bardag)
Below: Tuvan
shaman blesses
with a drum
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Finding Your Own Way
No-one can tell you how to use your
drum; I have tried here to give some
guidelines, some pointers, and offer
you rough signposts from my own
experience. If you work with your
spirits, and the spirit of your drum,
they will teach you. You will find you
are using it instinctively, because the
spirit of the drum is reaching out to
you and guiding your hands and heart.
This is the way it always has been;
in shamanism it is the spirits who are
the teachers, all a fellow human can
do is help you make the connection.
The spirits do the real work and hold
the real teachings.
I have been making and playing
drums for three decades
now, and I learn

something new almost every day. With
my sacred drum I glimpse teachings
and catch whispers of ‘the ways things
are’ which I continue to marvel at.
A sacred drum can take you places
you never dreamed of, give you
teachings you never imagined, and help
you in ways that are both elegant and
ancient. The sacred drum has been a
companion of those who walk with
the spirits for thousands of years, and
a sacred drum will be your companion
too - if you listen to it and honour it.

Opposite page:
Buryat shaman

I give thanks to all the makers of the
beautiful drums in this book, and to my
own teachers - both human and spirit for all the teachings I have
received from them.
For all my relations.
Below:
Mongolian
shaman’s drum
beater
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Mongolian
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Mongolians

CHINA

Shaman rock on Olkhon island, Lake Baikal, Siberia

When we think of shamans, we
probably also think of drums
The shamans of Siberia have
an ancient tradition of using
their sacred drums to help
them journey into the spirit
worlds for healing and the
seeking of knowledge
Drums are deeply connected
to ancient magical traditions,
and contain the quintessential
essence of the shaman’s power

Nicholas Breeze Wood
is a shamanic practitioner
and sacred drum maker
who has made a lifetime’s
study of sacred objects
3Worlds
www.3Worlds.co.uk

